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About Me

successful career in designing products and experiences, leveraging my skills in interactive 
products and experience design, knowledge of user testing and research, and prototyping 
to show solutions clearly.
I believe great design is human centered and evidence based. Therefore, my design process 
shows a deep appreciation for the research phase; without the knowledge of the problem, 

ergonomic data, product precedence, materials, budgets, and plenty more. Once I have clearly 

experience. The ideation phase is always detailed and fun, and I tend to include multiple 
mediums, such as prototyping and 3D computer modeling. I have learned to never marry the 
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Bulk & Handheld Totes
Custom Metal Racks

A Meet Client’s Needs
Maximum parts �t in a given container

Minimum / cheapest material use

Meet part speci�cations
(Check class A materials, 
successfully support part, 
accomplish tolerance goals, 
meet loading / unloading ergonomics)

Designs confidential for online use

B Utilize Suppliers’ Capabilities
Materials & Processes

Manufacturing Methods

Build Speci�cations such as Joinery

C Multitude of Components



Junior Product Designer



Capabilities

A Concept Design
Brainstorming

Concept Sketches

2D Digital Concepts

3D Model Development

Rapid Prototyping
(including 2 units: ABS and PLA)

Concept Branding and 
Packaging Development

B Engineering / Development
CAD Design Development

Design Engineering

Production knowledge and 
launch plans



Capabilities

C Market Analysis
Product Precedence

Market Landscapes

User Research

Trend Analysis

D Consumer Insights
National and Local Surveys

Gather Ideas

Voice of Customer Sessions

Local Shop Tours and Interviews

Team Building Mechanic Work
PTP 

Mechanics
(buyers)

Manufacturers

Mechanics’
Business/Families

Other Mobile
Designer

Competitors

Bike, Boat, &
Plane Mechanics

Home Users

Mobile Drivers
(sellers)

PRODUCT AFFECTS ENTITY
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Capabilities

E Quality and Testing
Running state-of-the-art        
testing equipment 

Validating new equipment 
investments

Part approvals and quality control

F Sales / Factory Communication
Business Cases

Quality Control

International meetings weekly

Design, engineering, and 
production meetings weekly



Headway
Car Heads-Up Display



A

Problem Statement

Project Intent
To design a car heads-up display 
in order to improve safety by 
decreasing driver distraction.

“Other drivers! 
People drinking 
and driving, people 

of drugs, texting, 
applying makeup, 
reading...”

“Crashing while 
switching radio 
stations/songs and 
making sure I don’t 
go over the speed 
limit.”

dangerous because 
it could distract the 
driver to the point  
of not looking at
the road...”

A User Survey
Over 100 users were asked to 
complete a survey in order to 

persist in current situations.

B Current Car Displays
Between 1990s car dashboard 
displays (shown left) and 2010s 
car dashboard displays (shown 
right), basic functionality has 
not improved. The only major 
changes include lighting, 
electronics, and aesthetics 
changes.

B



Select users were interviewed to 
gain insights on extreme uses, 
average uses, and daily needs.

A

Need Finding Research

A User Interviews

Imperatives
The heads-up display concept 
should encompass these three 
themes found by user need 

The team also interviewed a retired Navy pilot who 
tested heads-up displays in the 1980s, as well as a 

and computer display in the police car on a daily basis. 
The team learned about the challenges in designing 
a heads-up display, as well as what a few extreme use 
cases are. The team gained valuable knowledge about 
the low-order and high-order needs that persist for a 
multitude of users. Detailed footage of the interviews 



B

Design Parameters

Limit Cell Phone Usage
The team wants to limit the 
content displayed while driving 
so that the driving experience is 
as safe as possible. But the team 
also wants to design the interface 
in such a way that mimics cell 
phone interface designs so that 
users are more inclined to use the 
heads-up display instead of their 

app icons as seen in cell phones 
will be implemented, but the 
content available will be limited. 
For example, the team does not 
want people texting while driving, 
so the full texting functionality will 
not be available unless the user is 

A Cell Phone Usage Data
The National Safety Council’s 
annual 2014 Injury and Fatality 
Report, ‘Injury Facts’, found that the 
use of cellphones directly cause 
26% of the nation’s car accidents, a 
modest increase from last year.

B Ergonomics Considerations
Human Factors data from:
Dreyfuss, Henry. The Measure of 
Man and Woman. New York: Wiley, 
2002. Print.

A



A

B

Design Parameters

A Precedence & Patents
Navdi’s heads-up display was 
tested, and other heads-up 
displays were also researched 
like the BMW and Audi 
concepts. Among other things, 
the team hopes to implement 
an interface on the entire 
windshield rather than just 
a section of it, and the team 

of technology that would allow 
for such implementation.

B Market Criteria
The client is GM, and the team 
will target users from the 25-34 
age range. The team plans to 
implement the heads-up display 
into the Buick Regal luxury car 
by the year 2021.



A

Concept Development

A Brainstorming
The team began collaboratively 
brainstorming as many display 
ideas as possible.

B Function Tree
The team generated a multitude 
of concepts based on set design 
constraints and metrics.

B



A

B

Concept Development

A
The team split up concepts 
into categories and chose most 
important functionalities based 
on user needs, research, criteria, 
constraints, and metrics.

B Navigation
Navigation is one of the highest 
priority tools within the interface. 
Final concepts were chosen 
based on function and form.



Concept Development

A

B

A Speedometer
Another high priority interface 
tool is the speedometer. The 
speedometer must be both 
distinct enough to show the 
exact speed number, and must 
also be read at a quick glance. 
Digital/analog and direct/
peripheral, plus an array of other 
concepts, were considered in the 
design process.

B Interface Control
The interface must also be 
controlled in some way, which 
drastically changes the user 
experience, designs, and 
customization. Therefore, 
interface control also went 
through an ideation phase.



User Testing

A First Test
Each test began with a felt board 
that looked like a dashboard. 
Various graphic elements with 
velcro were given to users; they 
were instructed to place their 
favorite designs in their favorite 
locations based on their driving 
experiences.

Second Test
Then they were directed to an 
automobile simulator. While the 
game “The Crew” loaded, the 
team overlayed the users’ graphics 
preferences onto the screen using 
Photoshop. The user was told to 
drive around a set course while 

Third Test
After the user ran a baseline test, 
they drove around the course 
again. This time, they were told 
to read elements from their 
phone, which was placed near the 
dashboard.

Fourth Test
Finally, they drove the course 
one more time, except this time 
they used the heads-up display 
elements.

A



A

User Testing

A Results
Most popular locations for each 
graphic element was determined 
through the heatmaps shown.

The most popular graphics for 
speed and navigation were 
determined.

Overall, the “Default Mode” was 
determined.

Using eye-tracking technology 
in the automobile simulator, the 
team found that the heads-up 
display reduced driver distraction 
and improved response time by 
an average of 3.16 seconds.

Using heart rate monitor 
technology in the automobile 
simulator, the team found that 
anxiety decreased by 4.11 bpm 
using the heads-up display 
compared to the dashboard 
display.



Technology Application

A Tested Technology
The team began testing with 
a pico projector, but quickly 
realized that the system 
would fail in multiple lighting 
conditions (day vs. night). 
Therefore, the team moved 
forward with testing directly 
in the game interface using 
Photoshop overlay animations. 
In the future, user testing 
will be conducted with an a 
transparent OLED prototype, 
which is a breakthrough 
technology that displays 
dynamic or interactive 
information on a transparent 
surface.

B Transparent OLED
Cost Projection based on the 
team’s statistical analysis. 

A

B



A

Mechanism Application

A Power Draw
The proportional amount of 
the transparent OLED heads-up 
display power draw

B Control Mechanism
The physical control mechanism 
was also designed. The team 
mimicked the radial, circular 
motions from the interface and 
software controls in a tactile 
way. The minimum amount of 
physical buttons were chosen 
to complete the process to 
minimize driver distraction.

B



A

B

Headway Solution

A Design Overview
Headway is a safe, interactive, 
and customizable front 
windshield display that 
provides drivers with valuable 
and consequential information 
regarding the vehicle and the 
surrounding environment. 
Unlike other heads-up displays, 
Headway utilizes the entirety 
of the windshield using 
transparent OLED display 
technology.  It provides 
interactive elements with a 
consolidated control scheme in 
order to reduce driver anxiety 
and increase user control.

B Custom Modes
The concept showcases a 
plethora of custom modes for 
users, which may be changed 
and set using the “Mode” button 
on the physical dial mechanism. 
Examples include the Default 
Mode (shown left) and the 
Sports Mode (shown right).



A

B

Headway Solution

A Transparent OLED Demo

B Control Mechanism In-Car



A

A Potential Dash-less
Re-designing the dashboard is 
a future design consideration; 
there is now the potential for a 
“dash-less” dashboard.

Headway Solution



A

A Final Presentation

Headway Solution



MIDI Hands
Wearable DJ Controller



A

Design Problem

A Current DJ Experience
In order to control their music 
sets while performing, DJs must 
use MIDI controllers. These 
MIDI controllers sit on tables, 
and the DJ must stand behind 
the tables. Therefore, the MIDI 
controllers only allow for limited 
motion on stage. DJs will move 
and dance, which creates a 
minor visual for beat drops, 
pitch changes, tempo changes, 
and other music style changes. 
But the visual dance moves 
do not actually control the 
music. The DJs are ultimately 

the MIDI controllers, and they 
must keep their hands close to 
the controllers at all times. The 

are used to change the song 
or song style. The controllers 
do not look like instruments. 
The audience can’t visually 
tell which buttons the DJ is 
pressing. They may understand 
what the DJ is doing, but they 
still can’t see the buttons, and 
not everyone understands. The 
performance would be more 
energetic and entertaining if 
the DJ did not have to deal with 
these constraints.

User interviews were conducted with Georgia Tech’s Electronic Music Collective 
DJ Club, which showed the needs for a redesigned DJ controller.



MIDI Fighter 3D: Mobile Synthesizer Performance

A

B

Precedence

A Theremin
A Theremin can be used to 
map hand gestures using a 
machine with infrared sensors. 
Unfortunately, the performer 
must stand relatively close to the 
machine and must be directly 
in front of it. The Theremin sits 
on a table, and the infrared 
successfully maps the motions 
that occur only within its range.

B MIDI Fighter 3D
While there are portable 
controllers for DJs, they are 
still objects with buttons that 
must be held throughout the 
performance, and they are 
still somewhat limiting. For 
example, DJ Tech Tools has 
created the MIDI Fighter 3D, 
a portable MIDI controller 
with 16 buttons and a built-in 
gyroscope. The performance 
becomes more entertaining, and 
the controller also has its own 
lights, but the performer still has 
limited movement because the 
controller must be held by two 
hands the entire time.



Ring syncs with your phone, and your phone communicates with other appliances

Ring: 
motion sensors paired with hand gestures

B

Precedence

A Electric Orange
Another example is a prototype 
from the Georgia Tech’s Guthman 
Instrument Competition. The 
object is called the Electric Orange, 
and it is a MIDI controller that 
is a blue plush ball that may be 
held with one or two hands. The 
controller is extremely modular 
and has a lot more functions 
compared to the MIDI Fighter 3D, 
and it is also great for learning how 
to change music electronically. It 
is still an object that the performer 
must hold, but it is a step in the 
right direction toward a more 
interactive performance.

B The Ring
Ideally, a performer could move 
his/her hands freely, almost like 
a band conductor, in order to 
change the music electronically. 
No external object would be 
involved, and the performer would 
be able to move/dance across the 
entire stage without limitation. For 
example, The Ring is a Kickstarter 
project that pairs hand gestures 

a mobile phone app. One gesture 
might turn the TV on, while 
another might turn the phone 
speaker on. Through the available 
app, the user can even create new, 
unique gestures.

Georgia Tech Guthman Instrument Competition 2014

Electric Orange

ELEKTRISK ORANSJE is a project by panGenerator, original concept by Krzysztof Cybulski

ELEKTRISK ORANSJE is a wireless music controller with the innocent look of a plush ball. In contrast to majority 
of today's music controllers, which tend to have sleek, futuristic design, the Orange is more appealing to those 
who don't have experience with electronic instruments. Despite the looks, however, its capabilities are wide.

http://vimeo.com/78365280

Georgia Tech Guthman Instrument Competition 2014

Electric Orange

ELEKTRISK ORANSJE is a project by panGenerator, original concept by Krzysztof Cybulski

ELEKTRISK ORANSJE is a wireless music controller with the innocent look of a plush ball. In contrast to majority 
of today's music controllers, which tend to have sleek, futuristic design, the Orange is more appealing to those 
who don't have experience with electronic instruments. Despite the looks, however, its capabilities are wide.

http://vimeo.com/78365280

A

Ring: 
motion sensors paired with hand gestures



A

Precedence

Project Detail
So what if a DJ could control 
his/her music set without any 
handheld or plug-in object, and 
could instead control the music 
through hand gestures and 
motions? Then, not only would the 
DJ be able to get away from the 
control table, but he/she would 
also be able to dance to the songs 
while simultaneously changing the 
music. This setting would be more 
interactive for both the performer 
and the audience, and lights could 
also be mapped to the rhythm of 
the performer and the music. This 
would ultimately give rise to a 
larger fan base who is even more 
intrigued in how the performer 
creates and plays the music.

A Imogen Heap’s Gloves
Imogen Heap successfully created a concept that mapped music electronically through hand gestures and movements. She presented her concept on 
Full Wired Talk in 2012. She connected the electronics on her hands with a music production program called Ableton in order to use the gesture mapping 
technology to create music. Her design is extremely intuitive and gives the performer a chance to use gestures to perform without the aid of an external 
object. But it is geared towards the production and creation of new music, and it may not be ideal for a DJ platform. Unlike the production software platform, 
the DJ software platform is concerned about the transitions between songs of a set, and changing the style of a set. Therefore, a separate design may be 
needed in order to give DJs an easy platform with simple gestures to use for transitions and other controls of a music set. Using simple gestures would also 
help in the learning process.

ELEKTRISK ORANSJE is a wireless music controller with the innocent look of a plush ball. In contrast to majority 
of today's music controllers, which tend to have sleek, futuristic design, the Orange is more appealing to those 
who don't have experience with electronic instruments. Despite the looks, however, its capabilities are wide.

http://vimeo.com/78365280



A Project Detail
The DJ may wear MIDI Hands, 
which musical MIDI controller 
gloves. They map the hand 
motions and gestures of the DJ 

computer software that plays the 
music set. Since the gloves will be 
independent of any other physical 
machinery, the DJ will be able to 
move around the stage, and will 
be able to customize the music 
set by hand gestures and dancing. 
Therefore, the performance will 
become more interactive and 
more tangible for the DJ as well as 
the audience, and it will all work 
through simple, easily learned 
hand motions.

B Deliverables
A working prototype shall be 

hand. While the concept requires 

will be one glove that meets the 

gloves will have the same gesture 
functionalities, making only one 
prototype is a robust plan. The 
glove will successfully change 
the volume and Bass, Middle, 
and Treble EQs of a simple 
musical tone. Other functions 
are open for user customization. 
These outputs were determined 
through previous user testing.

Proposed Solution

Tiesto puts on the gloves 
and gets ready to perform

The crowd is excited for 
the main performance as 

Tiesto walks on stage

Tiesto sets the tempo with one hand 
gesture while he sets the bass and 

treble with his other hand

As he raises his hands, the The climax of the song is 
reached, and everyone  

starts to dance

Since he does not need a controller, 
his performance is enriched by hand 

gestures and dance skills

MIDI Hands - Storyboard

Tiesto puts on the gloves 
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The crowd is excited for 
the main performance as 

Tiesto walks on stage

Tiesto sets the tempo with one hand 
gesture while he sets the bass and 

treble with his other hand

As he raises his hands, the The climax of the song is 
reached, and everyone  

starts to dance

Since he does not need a controller, 
his performance is enriched by hand 

gestures and dance skills

MIDI Hands - Storyboard
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treble with his other hand

As he raises his hands, the The climax of the song is 
reached, and everyone  

starts to dance

Since he does not need a controller, 
his performance is enriched by hand 

gestures and dance skills

MIDI Hands - StoryboardTiesto puts on the gloves 
and gets ready to perform

The crowd is excited for 
the main performance as 

Tiesto walks on stage

Tiesto sets the tempo with one hand 
gesture while he sets the bass and 

treble with his other hand

As he raises his hands, the The climax of the song is 
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his performance is enriched by hand 

gestures and dance skills



Initial Schematics

A Project Detail
All connections on the glove 
will be accomplished through 
conductive thread. A FLORA 
9-DOF Accelerometer/Gyroscope/
Magnetometer will be used in 
order to map hand motions in 

and downwards motions. That 
technology will be paired with 

Kobakant’s DIY neoprene bend 
sensors) on the thumb and 

be straight and will be read as 

bent and will be read as “on”. We 
will also use pressure sensors on 

then it will act as a push button 
and will be read as “on”. Whenever 
a connection is “on”, then the user 
may raise or lower his/her hands 
to change the analog function 
of that button. These functions’ 
coding will be carried out in the 
Arduino Processing software. For 
this iteration, a simple musical 
tone will be used through 
Processing and the tone will be 
changed according to the hand 
gesture functions. In the future, 
the MIDI Hands may be mapped 
to actual DJ software such as 
Kontakt or Traktor. A

CRESCENDO

DECRESCENDO
With the thumb closed, 
raise or lower the hand 

BASS EQ CONTROLVOLUME CONTROL

CRESCENDO

DECRESCENDO
With the thumb closed, 
raise or lower the hand 

BASS EQ CONTROLVOLUME CONTROL

pressed together, raise or lower the 
hand to raise or lower the volume

CRESCENDO

DECRESCENDO
With the thumb closed, 
raise or lower the hand 

to raise or lower the Bass EQ

BASS EQ CONTROL

MIDDLE EQ CONTROL

raise or lower the hand 
to raise or lower the Middle EQraise or lower the hand to 

TREBLE EQ CONTROL

VOLUME CONTROL

pressed together, raise or lower the 
hand to raise or lower the volume

CRESCENDO

DECRESCENDO
With the thumb closed, 
raise or lower the hand 

to raise or lower the Bass EQ

BASS EQ CONTROL

MIDDLE EQ CONTROL

raise or lower the hand 

TREBLE EQ CONTROL

VOLUME CONTROL



A

C

Solution

A MIDI Hands

B Flex Sensors and LED Arrays

sensor reads as “on”. The 9dof 
accelerometer then tracks the 
hand. If the hand is raised, the 
function increases. If the hand is 
lowered, the function decreases.

LED lights are connected to 
every output as well so that the 
user is more aware every time a 
function is complete.

C Conductive Thread    
Touch Sensors

made with conductive thread. 
When the user touches his/her 

it completes an electric circuit, 
causing the intended function 
to be read as “on”. The 9dof 
accelerometer then tracks the 
hand. If the hand is raised, the 
function increases. If the hand is 
lowered, the function decreases.

B



A

Solution

A MIDI Hands
Continued the concept 

2015 Georgia Tech Student 
Guthman Musical Instrument 
Design Competition. Further 
improvements included minor 

the glove to a DJ platform 
software on a laptop called 
Traktor. The software required 
re-programming the Arduino 
controller to a MIDI controller 
after the initial code was 
downloaded onto the Arduino. 
I had help on this portion from 
Jacob Howard, an electrical 
engineer. In order to accomplish 
this connection, a USB wire was 
required between the laptop 
and the glove. In the future, 
wireless capabilities may be 
achieved through a Bluetooth 
connection device.
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